Review sheet of demo....
Our body consists of _______ water.
Every cell, tissue & organ in body needs ______ to survive.
Tap water is full of _________________ and ___________ ________ that
are hamful to our bodies.
Plastic bottles might seem like the better option, the production process is
highly unregulated and contains _________ __________ leached from the
plastic container.
The bottles end up in the _____________ and _____________ destroying
our local ecosystem.
Product that will give you ______, ____________, yummy drinking water.
Help you replace ________ household chemicals and help you ____
_______ in your entire home.
SD501, flagship model, that will ________ your water thru electrolysis to
produce super _________________, ______________, ______________
water.
Connects to your ________ and is capable of producing ____ types of
water.
Water travels thru the double carbon antibacterial filter to remove
____________________ and __________.
Next the water passes over 7 ______________ charged platinum dipped
titanium plates producing __________and _________ waters.
It's ___________ and full of ________________ and able to fully
______________ and ______________ the body's __________ and
tissues.
Electricity seperates molecules leaving more ________________ available
to ________ oxidation, inflammation and the _________ process in your
body.

The more positive the reading, the more ______________ and
__________________ the liquid is.
The more negative the reading, the more ________________ and
________________________ a liquid is.
Everything we ______ or ______________ is either alkalizing or acidifying
on the body.
Acidosis can lead to _______________ and accelerate the __________
process.
By ______________ the body to an alkaline state we can ___________
control of our _______________.
Since our __________ are over 70% water, the best way to do this is by
___________________ _____________ with naturally occurring alkaline
minerals.
Gets toxins and ___________ out of your cells better.
Beauty water acts as a ____________.
Strong Acid water can be used as a _____________________ and can
replace all your household _______________.
Also safe to use topically to replace hand sanitizer, mouthwash and teeth
______________.
Strong 11.5 alkaline water works as an emulsifier, removes
___________________ from your produce.
Can replace _______________ __________________ with it and replace
any degreaser for the stove and cleaning.
Produce tastes __________ and lasts about a _________ longer.
Makes a ___________ impact on health, starting with your
____________________.
Kangen water is _______________ for the community, the
_____ system and your family. Not to forget the bees!

